
MAKING A RIB STITCH BEANIE

This super simple technique is also perfect for a scarf, a baby blanket or
even a throw blanket. If you want the ribs to go across your work (eg: for

a scarf) make your foundation chain the width of your scarf and then
keeping adding rows until you have your desired length. If you want

your ribs to go down your work (eg: for a throw) make your foundation
chain the length of your throw and then add rows until you have your

desired width.
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I've tried to make this pattern flexible so that
you can make any beanie size that you like
using any yarn and the hook that is suitable
for use with that yarn.
 
For my adult beanies I used 300g of super
chunky yarn with a 10mm hook, for the baby
beanies I used 100-150g of 14 ply yarn with a
5mm hook.
 
There is no correct yarn size to use it's about
personal preference and hopefully you have
something suitable in your yarn stash!
 

Decide who you will make the beanie for and
measure their head if they are nearby.
Measure from their eyebrows to their crown
(this is the height of the hat and the width of
your crochet rectangle).
 
Then measure the circumference of their
head (the length of your rectangle will be a
bit less than this measurement so the beanie
fits snugly).
 
Eyebrows to crown = width of rectangle
Circumference = length of rectangle
 
*or you can use the size chart on the website
 

GETTING STARTED

ABBREVIATIONS EXPLAINED
SC = Single Crochet
BLO = back loop only
Ch 1 = chain one

https://heartfromhazel.co.nz/blogs/diy/how-to-crochet-a-basic-rib-stitch


LET'S DO THIS

Pompoms are not compulsory but they are a nice touch. You can either
make your own pom pom out of the same yarn or a contrasting colour,
but I prefer to use a faux fur pompom. I have some on the website that

fasten onto the top of the beanie with a pin - then they can be easily
removed for washing.
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If you are a beginner and the below instructions don't make any sense there are step by
step video instructions on the website click here for the videos.
 
1) Crochet a foundation chain that is the height of your hat (the measurement from the
person's eyebrows to the crown of their head)
 
2) ROW 1 | SC into the second chain from the hook and right across your work - count the
number of stitches (the Ch 1 doesn't count as a stitch)
 
3) ROW 2 | Ch 1, turn your work, SC BLO into each stitch the whole way to the end of the
row (count to make sure you have the same number of stitches as row 1)
 
4) ROW 3 - end | Ch 1, turn your work, SC BLO into each stitch the whole way to the end of
the row (count to make sure you have the same number of stitches as row 1)
 
 To finish | Once your rectangle is just shorter than the circumference of the person's head
fasten off at the end of the row.
 
Take the foundation chain end of your work and your last row and hold them front to back,
you might use a darning needle to sew the ends together but I simply slip stitch the full
length to make a seam.
 
Once you get to the end of the seam, leave enough of a tail to join the top of the hat.
 
Hold the hat upright and use your crochet hook to pull the tail through each rib on the
inside of the hat (again you can use a darning needle if you'd prefer),
 
Once you have gone through each rib on the inside of the hat, pull the tail tight and into
the middle of the hat, then turn the hat inside out. From the inside of the hat use the tail to
stitch back and forth across the hat to secure it.
 
 
 

https://heartfromhazel.co.nz/blogs/diy/how-to-crochet-a-basic-rib-stitch

